Abstract. This short paper provides all necessary information and instructions to the author(s) for preparation of camera-ready papers for the Proceedings of ECS’03. (50 to 100 words - 11pt normal)

I. Introduction (Section Title - 11pt bold)

The submitted papers will be published in the Proceedings of ECS’03 as arrived, thus without any editorial changes and corrections. Therefore, the authors should make every effort to prepare their papers in a camera-ready form for offset printing. (Body Text - 11pt normal). An electronic version of the final paper sent via e-mail in either PDF or Postscript format is required.

II. Paper Layout

The paper must not exceed four pages, including all figures, illustrations, tables and references. The paper format is 210 × 297 mm (A4). The format of the title page together with the page margins for the rest of the paper can be found in Fig. 1. Please, do not number the pages.

The recommended font type is Times New Roman or similar. The papers will be slightly reduced on printing. Therefore, make sure that all labels and text information contained in the figures is at least 10 points in font size.

A. Figures (Subsection Title - 11pt italic)

Do not place any figures, other illustrations, computer program listings and tables on separate pages. All figures must be placed appropriate in text of the paper. We regret that only black-and-white illustrations can be reproduced.

B. Tables

Similarly to figures, tables should be positioned on an appropriate place in the text. The recommended font size is 11pt. For large text the minimum text size of 10pt can be used. The tables should be numbered consecutively in roman numbers. An example table can be found in Tab. I.

C. Mathematical Formulae

Mathematical formulae should be centred on line and numbered consecutively on the right margin, as shown in the example below:

\[ E_{\text{kin}} = \frac{1}{2} mv^2 \] (1)
III. Final Remarks

The closing date for submission of camera-ready papers for ECS’03 is June 30, 2003.
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